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Abstract
In recent years, there has been tremendous growth in both the volumes of
data that is produced, stored, and queried by organizations. Organizations
spend more money to investigate and obtain useful information or knowledge
against terabytes and even petabytes of data. Large-scale data analysis is the
key functionality provided by Big Data platforms. Previously, data platforms
would get the information from unstructured data in the form of files, text,
and videos. In recent times, the Hadoop stack has played a vital role in Big
Data, becoming the defector open source software used to process and
analyze Big Data.
Hops is a Hadoop distribution developed by KTH and RISE SICS. Hops
modifies the Hadoop stack by moving the meta-data for YARN and HDFS to
NDB, an open-source in-memory distributed database. HopsWorks is the
User Interface for Hops and provides support for multi-tenant users, as well
as self-service, graphical access to frameworks such as Hadoop, Flink, Spark,
Kafka, and Kibana. HopsWorks currently does not provide a SQL-on-Hadoop
service, although work is ongoing for supporting Hive. Presto is one of the
main SQL-on-Hadoop platform, but, currently, Presto does not provide
multi-tenancy support for users. This thesis investigates providing multitenancy support to Presto with the help of HopsWorks, including both the
security problem and the self-service UI requirements of HopsWorks.
Presto is a distributed SQL query Engine which can run SQL queries against
up to petabytes of data. As HopsWorks provides UI access to services, we
decided to build our UI for Presto on an existing open-source UI for Presto,
called Airpal, developed by Airbnb. This provided solution of the thesis
divided into two functionalities. First one, maintain two separate
Applications (HopsWorks and Airpal Applications) run by the help of two
JVMs and maintain ProxyServlet to control traffic between them. Second one
HopsWorks-Presto-service leverages HopsWorks access-control (Data owner and Data-scientist) and self-service security model. The evaluation of
the thesis used qualitative approach by comparing HopsWorks-PrestoService with standalone PrestoDB and comparing HopsWorks-PrestoService with HopsWorks without Presto-Service.
Keywords
Hadoop, Presto, SQL, Multi-tenancy, Hops, HopsWorks, Airpal, Proxy
servlet

Sammanfattning
De senaste åren, har det varit en avsevärd ökning vad gäller mängden av data
som produceras, lagras och som används för analys av olika organisationer.
Organisationer spenderar mer pengar för att undersöka och extrahera
information och insikter i enorma datavolymer på flera terabyte eller
petabyte. Storskalig dataanalys är en central funktionalitet som
tillhandahålls av Big Data plattformar. I tidigare tillvägagångssätt hämtade
data plattformaro-strukturerade data i form av filer, texter och videoklipp. I
nutid, så har Hadoop-stacken spelat en kärnroll i Big Data, och blivit en viktig
öppen källkod mjukvara som används för att processera och analysera Big
Data.
Hops är en Hadoop distribution som har utvecklats av KTH och RISE SICS.
Hops tillför ändringar till Hadoop stacken genom att migrera metadata för
YARN och HDFS till NDB, en öppen källkod i-minnet distribuerad databas.
HopsWorks är ett användargränssnitt för Hops och tillför stöd för flera
användare, med tillgång till självservice och tjänster såsom Hadoop, Flink,
Spark, Kafka och Kibana. HopsWorks stödjer i nuläget inte någon SQL på
Hadoop tjänst, även om arbete utförs i nuläget för att integrera Hive. Presto
är en av de mest populära SQL på Hadoop plattformarna, men i nuläget så
stödjer inte Presto flera användare. Den här uppsatsen utreder stöd för flera
användare i Presto med hjälp av HopsWorks, både vad gäller
säkerhetsproblem och självservice i HopsWorks.
Presto är en distribuerad SQL frågespråk motor som kan ställa frågor mot
upp till petabyte med data. Eftersom HopsWorks tillhandahåller ett
gränssnitt för att interagera med tjänster, beslutade vi oss att bygga ett
gränssnitt för Presto på det existerande öppen källkod gränssnittet för Presto,
vid namn AirPal, utvecklat av Airbnb. Den utvecklade lösningen för
uppsatsen kan delas in i två delar. Den första delen, att hantera två separata
applikationer (HopsWorks och AirPal) som kör med hjälp av två Java
virtuella maskiner och använder en ProxyServlet för att kontrollera trafik
mellan dom. Den andra, HopsWorks-Presto-service som tillhandahåller
HopsWorks åtkomstkontroll (Dataägare och Dataforskare) och en
självservice säkerhetsmodell. Utvärderingen i uppsatsen är att genom ett
kvalitativt tillvägagångssätt jämföra HopsWorks-Presto-service med en
fristående PrestoDB och jämföra HopsWorks-Presto-service med
HopsWorks utan Presto-service.
Nyckelord
Hadoop, Presto, SQL, multi-hyresrätt, Hops, HopsWorks, Airpal, Proxy
servlet
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1

Introduction

The latest advancements in wearable devices technology, embedded sensor
devices, social network software and telecommunications making the world
well connected digitally and at the same time, these trends contributing to a
massive amount of data being produced from these channels. The availability
of the cheaper storage futher pusing the boundaries on data volumes. This
large volume of data opens new opportunities to organizations in capturing
of data, storage, querying, processing and converting the raw data into
valuable information [1]. New challenges arise concerning scalable, fast data
infrastructures, data management of different datasets and access control to
people involved during the data life cycle.
The traditional database analytics methods and tools like centralized
undistributed processing are too slow and inefficient for large volumes of
Datasets. Not only the traditional database handling methodologies, but also
the limited hardware resources like memory and storage could also run out
of space, which is another big challenge to process the data. Distributed and
parallel computing concepts address the challenges of these ever-growing
needs of the storage and computing on demand. The cluster of the computing
resources processes the data economically on commodity hardware.
Open source software framework like Hadoop was developed to process the
high throughput large data sets. Soon Hadoop became a synonym to Big data
processing with its flexibility in terms adding nodes on demand to process
the data with high availability. Not only the frame works, but also different
technologies like NoSQL databases were introduced in recent years to handle
ever growing unstructured data that is dynamic.
While new features and enhancements provide, solutions to improve the
various stages of the data life cycle, the current technological advancements
provide tiered enterprise applications through web based and mobile based
technologies. Within organization different layered applications were
developed to handle big data efficiently shared across different domains like
inventory, sales, social, data mining, etc. The enterprise should put efforts in
making the databases protected, sustainable, optimized and highly available
for multi-tenancy business needs.
With organizations looking for cost effective solutions different enterprises
started providing the Hadoop as a service. With these services, even medium
size organizations also began incorporating these enhanced technologies into
their day to day database related operations with less maintained costs.
This thesis provides details of one such platform HopsWorks where Hadoop,
SQL, and Streaming applications services were provided as a service with
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least maintenance for the organization. Apart from these, the framework also
capable of providing multi-tenancy with different user privileges in accessing
the data shared across different applications.

1.1

Problem description

Data-driven organizations Airbnb, Facebook, Uber to name a few processes
data size of Peta to Zetta bytes in their day to day business activities. All this
data need to be processed efficiently in less amount time to reach the end
users. As the data processed is very dynamic and unstructured in nature,
organizations face significant challenges in improving the daily productivity
of the data scientists who run different queries to extract the knowledgeable
data that is useful to the end-users.
Facebook in search for an efficient application to handle the data storage
came up with a product PrestoDB [2]. Presto is a SQL query engine for
running interactive analytic queries against data sources of all sizes ranging
from gigabytes to petabytes. Presto primarily uses the Hadoop Distributed
Filesystem (HDFS) to store its data. Presto currently does not provide
support for multiple users securely sharing the same platform. It has underdeveloped security primitives.
Data driven Organizations not only should concentrate on the processing of
data but also on the infrastructure that process the data efficiently. The
infrastructure should be cost effective, and at the same time, it should be easy
to maintain. Hadoop framework is very much popular in large dataset
processing. Apart from addressing the data processing capability, complex
systems like Apache Ranger and Apache Sentry were developed to address
the security problems associated with Hadoop architecture. These Hadoop
related frameworks are complex and requires expertise in maintenance.
HopsWorks introduced the project based multi-tenant self-security model to
address before mentioned challenges.
HopsWorks, [3] is a user-interface (UI) for the Hops, a distribution of Apache
Hadoop and provides support for Hadoop-as-a-Service, Spark-as-a-Service,
Kafka-as-a-Service, and Flink-as-a-Service with cost effective maintenance
for the organizations. Apart from providing different frame works as a
service, HopsWorks does provide a secure multi-tenant environment for
using these services. HopsWorks currently doesn’t have support for SQL-as
-a Service.

1.2

Goals

In this project, we will add multi-tenancy support to Presto by building on
Hops and HopsWorks security model. We will investigate how to provide
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access control to Presto databases, tables, and columns. We will also examine
how to add Presto-as-a-Service to HopsWorks.

1.3

Benefits, Ethics and Sustainability

The growth of new technology fuelling the data to grow enormously with a
wide range of formats. Frameworks like Hadoop had been introduced for
handling the enormous amount of data in the distributed environment.
Many technologies have been introduced to address the different kinds of
data processing needs. Though these structures work well for data
processing, organizations need to invest in time and money to train the
engineers who use these resources. The current thesis based on HopsWorks
makes it easy for organizations access the data processing technologies like
the Spark, Flink, Kafka, and Presto as a service under one roof, with just a
few clicks of installation. Organizations can benefit from its simple
installation and easy maintenance.
Along with the growth of data, sharing of data has become an essential
practice across the organizations as well as within organizations.
Organizations soon started realizing the challenges involved in data
processing through ad-hoc queries, ethical risks involved in terms of privacy
and security of data, during data processing lifecycle. Presto developed by
Facebook can process the interactive ad-hoc queries on huge datasets in just
minutes of time. The current work of Presto integration to HopsWorks
leverages the benefits of multitenant self-security access control from
HopsWorks and paves the path for organizations, to host sensitive data with
minimal attention to concerns regarding data sharing, during the interactive
data analysis with Presto.
As already seen, new frameworks are paving the way for organizations to
create new revenue streams, but at the same time, these frameworks should
also address concerns regarding the sustainability. This thesis might not
have a direct impact on the sustainability, but its impacts are indirect
through HopsWorks platform. This framework’s multitenant self-security
model, reduces the usage of the storage, as a single instance of data set can
be shared across multiple projects. The multitenant support to the platform
indirectly implies that a reduction in the electronics waste, power usage, and
carbon footprint.
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1.4

Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate the capability of HopsWorks
platform to provide Presto as a service. Apart from integration, it is also
possible to provide access control to data shared across the projects.

1.5

Delimitations

The aim of the thesis is to provide Presto service, by building on Hops of
HopsWorks with the multi-tenancy support, which is already provided by the
HopsWorks.
The final output of this thesis, multi-tenant Presto-Service will only work
with Hops of HopsWorks. Qubole and Ambari also provides Presto as a
service but they do not have support for Multi-tenancy and self-service
security model which are supported by the HopWorks Presto-service. Airpal,
a standalone application used in the current thesis, supports PrestoDB but
does not support Multi-tenancy and Self-service security model. Scope of the
thesis is bounds only for HopsWorks.
This thesis Architecture was based on Hops Hadoop 2.7.3, Presto version
0.145 and smiley’s Proxy Servlet. This thesis will not consider any future
changes to the Presto version and architecture Hops Hadoop. This Thesis
uses hive catalog to get metadata information. No other catalogs are
currently supported by the current thesis work.
HopsWorks Presto service support, will only be based on Red Hat
Enterprise Linux, since it is the Linux-distribution used by Hops Hadoop.

1.6

Outline

The thesis report organized as follows.
•

Chapter-1 gives details about the problem description and purpose
of the project. The chapter also discusses about benefits, ethics and
sustainability issues related to this thesis.

•

Chapter-2 gives details of Hadoop, HopsWorks and PrestoDB
those are part of this thesis implementation

•

Chapter-3 provides information about the methodology used by
the thesis.
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•

Chapter-4 provides the literature study about the Airpal
Application, Hive-as service, Proxy servlet

•

Chapter-5
contains
deeper
technical
implementation of the developed solution.

•

Chapter-6 gives Evaluation of Presto-Service by comparing Standalone PrestoDB and HopsWorks without Presto-service.

•

Chapter-7 explains about the conclusion which contains future
work and discussion about the goal has been achieved by the thesis

details

about
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2

Background

This chapter discusses the evolution of Hadoop, HopsWorks, and PrestoDB
that form the basis for the current thesis.

2.1

Bigdata

We are in an era where data is everything. The technological transformation
that is happening right now is making our lives comfortable and more
enjoyable. IDC forecasts that by 2025 the growth of data will be around 163
zettabytes (that is a trillion gigabytes) [4] globally and its ten times the 16.1ZB
of data generated in 2016. All this data will provide significant business
opportunities and will unlock some unique experiences to the users. This
large unstructured amount of data known by the name of Big data [5]. The
following is Figure1, [6], gives a glimpse of the potential technological
sources of Big data in coming years, [6]

Figure 1, Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies
As per Akerakr and Zicari [7], the challenges faced in Big data processing, in
general, can be grouped into three categories (data, process, and
management) during the data life cycle. Figure2, [7], illustrates a brief view
of these challenges.
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Figure 2, Conceptual classification of Big Data challenges
Data challenges refer to the five v's (volume, variety, velocity, veracity, and
value) of data, and process challenges relate to capture, integrate, transform,
analysis and results of the data, and management problems refer to sharing,
security, governance, etc. The following sections give a brief description of
these challenges.

2.1.1

Data challenges

Big data generally can be characterized by five V's described as following [8].
Volume – The continuous decline of the price of per bit making the storage
accessible very quickly. The easy access of smart devices further pushing the
limits in data size on daily basis.
Velocity – This refers to the speed at which data generation happens in real
time with near zero loss of data, that is an endless process. The high
availability of data demands new challenges that lie ahead in further
processing of data.
Variety – This refers to the different data types available to process. Before
Big data technologies came into picture most of the data was structured in
nature. In the current generation, the data is unstructured (images, video,
sensors data, social media, etc.) in nature. This various data type provides a
huge challenge in handling data.
Veracity – The different sources of data will rise problem in data analysis and
efficient data management, due to the randomness and noise involved during
the process of the generation of data.
Value – This refers the extraction of information from the Bigdata. Massive
infrastructure and skills are in need to collect the information and interpret
in right way.
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The following Figure3, [9], presents the flow of the data with five v's together.

Figure 3, flow of data with respect to five V’s

2.1.2

Process challenges

It is of no use to have raw data alone unless the meaningful information is
extracted from this and use it. The power of Big data can be realized, if
organizations use an efficient data extractions process for useful information
from the rapidly generated data. As per Labrinidis and Jagadish, the overall
process of the getting meaningful information can be divided into five stages
as given in the following Figure4, [10].

Figure 4, Processes for extracting insights from big data
From Figure4 the overall process can be divided to two sub-processes. Data
management refers to technologies involved preparing data for analysis, and
it includes the acquisition of various forms of data (structured or
unstructured) from different sources, filtering out the noises with minimal
loss of information and storage of data. Analytics process refers extraction of
useful information for organizations as well as users by applying various state
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of the art modelling and analytics techniques such as descriptive analytics,
inquisitive analytics, predictive analytics, prescriptive analytics, pre-emptive
analytics [11].

2.1.3

Management challenges

Management challenges refer to the problems faced by various organizations
regarding data accessibility. With the fast growth of the data generation, the
data storage needs are also increasing very rapidly. Dataware houses address
the problems of the storage and are a core component in querying and
retrieval of the data. The nature of data can be sensitive as the data can come
from sectors like financial, health care, insurance, personal data, etc.
challenges arise concerning access privileges, as the data from datawarehouse can be accessible by various organizations.
Several management problems fall into different groups like privacy,
security, data and information sharing, operational expenditures, data
governance, and data ownership [7]. Organizations that manage data should
consider different privacy laws of geo political locations, access control to
users within an organization, availability of level information during sharing
of information across different sites, etc. to address ever growing challenges
in the areas given earlier.

2.2

Hadoop

From the previous chapter, it is evident that traditional computing platforms
are not enough to handle the Big data challenges. Distributed computing
solves the problem of working with rapidly growing needs of Bigdata. Even
though distributed computing solves the problems of computing and
management, this brings in new challenges concerned to Scalability and
Fault tolerance. Hadoop is an open software framework that tries to address
ever growing needs of data processing using distributed computing power.
In recent years Hadoop became a Defacto standard for Big data processing.
As per Apache Foundation [12], "Hadoop" was described as given below.
" Apache Hadoop software library is a framework that
allows for the distributed processing of large data sets
across clusters of computers using simple programming
models. It is designed to scale up from single servers to
thousands of machines, each offering local computation and
storage. Rather than rely on hardware to deliver highavailability, the library itself is designed to detect and
handle failures at the application layer, so delivering a
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highly-available service on top of a cluster of computers,
each of which may be prone to failures ".
Doug Cutting developed Hadoop, and the origins are traceable to Apache
Nutch [13], and Google's distributed file system concepts widely known as
GFS. The name Hadoop came out of his kid's yellow elephant toy, which can
be seen in Hadoop logo as well.

2.2.1

GFS design principle

GFS is a scalable distributed file system used for data intensive applications
and widely deployed with in google as a storage platform. Its design goals are
same as common distributed systems such as scalability, availability,
reliability, and performance. It provides fault tolerance while running on
inexpensive commodity hardware, and it delivers high aggregate
performance to many clients [14]. The system in general supports create,
delete, open, close, read, and write file operations. Moreover, the system has
support for snapshot and file append operations as well.
GFS was designed based on some assumptions by examination of the choices
in traditional storage solutions. The following gives the key assumptions in
GFS development.
•

Failures are common on commodity hardware, and the system
should be able to support auto recovery and fault-tolerance.

•

The system can store a modest number of large size files

•

Different types of workloads possible. Primarily streaming, small
random read, and large sequential write work loads.

•

Multiple clients can write and read the file at any time. The system
should be able to perform well with minimum synchronization
overhead and well-defined semantics.

•

Priority to high sustainable bandwidth, over Low latency as bulk
data processing is the requirement for most of the applications.

The following Figure5 give the GFS architecture [15].
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Figure 5, GFS architecture
The main principle behind GFS is dividing the file data into smaller chunks
and store the chunks on different machines. The GFS mainly divided into
single master and several chunk-servers.
Master's main job is to coordinate data requests from the client. Master in
general stores the metadata information about the file name, file mapping to
chunks, chunk name space, and chunk's current locations. Master also
controls the chunk lease management, garbage collection of orphaned
chunks, and chunk migration among chunk servers. Master never involves in
the data transfer except in metadata sharing with the client.
A request from a client may be simple, like viewing a file, or complex actions,
such as formatting or writing new data. The master server takes the request
and shares metadata information about chunk servers with the client. The
client uses the meta information to interact with chunk server for exchange
of the data.
Though GFS architecture is simple from Master perspective, it can become a
bottleneck with many smaller workloads operation where master
involvement increases.

2.2.2

Hadoop design principle

Hadoop design principles follow GFS and MapReduce. The frame work is
open and developed using Java. As Hadoop follows the same principle of
GFS, it can run on commodity hardware and at the same time provides a
scalable and reliable platform for storage and analysis.
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Hadoop architecture composed of various components and technologies that
can solve complex business problems. Hadoop mainly consists of the
following modules
•

Hadoop common: A container for the libraries and utilities for
other modules with Hadoop framework.

•

Hadoop distributed file system: A storage mechanism for storing
a large amount of data in reliable, fault tolerant manner. The data
can spread across the nodes with in the cluster.

•

Hadoop YARN / MapReduce: A resource management system that
manages the clusters compute resources and provides support for
scheduling of the resources for the user's applications.

The framework rapidly gained momentum due to its simplicity and linear
scalability. Quickly new data processing technologies built on top Hadoop
frame work. The following Figure 6 give small glimpse of how Hadoop eco
system looks like [16]

Figure 6, Hadoop Ecosystem

2.2.3

Map-Reduce

To take advantage of parallel processing Hadoop uses the map-reduce
concept developed by Google [17]. It is a simple programming model that
uses functional programming principles, where the problem divided into
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small chunks, process the chunks of problems in parallel and then compiled
again.
The algorithm works by breaking the processing into map phase and reduce
phase, and each phase uses the key-value pair data model. A key is a unique
identifier for some data item, and value is either the identified data or
address location for that data.
The functionality of map is to split the input and assign a process to each
spliced input. The output of each process grouped to key-value pairs for the
reduce phase. The function of Reduce is to aggregate the results from
independent processes. The following Figure 7, [18] illustrates a simple
example of word count example with MapReduce algorithm.

Figure 7, Map-Reduce word count process
For small workloads, the parallel processing overhead is less, and it is
possible to do the process on a local filesystem. However, for larger
workloads processing in parallel is overhead on a local filesystem. Hadoop
frame work addresses this problem by moving map-reduce computation to
separate machine that has the data. It means that both Map-Reduce
framework and HDFS present on the same nodes. It is known as data locality
optimization. It allows Hadoop to use resource management system
efficiently in scheduling the computing tasks to nodes, that results in high
aggregate bandwidth across the cluster. The following Figure 8, [19] gives
data flow using map reduce frame work.
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Figure 8, MapReduce data flow with multiple reduce tasks
Hadoop Map-Reduce architecture mainly consists of the two components
Job tracker and task tracker. Job tracker is responsible for scheduling and
maintenance of the Map and Reduce jobs. The task tracker performs the
actual processing of Map and Reduce functionalities. Some intermediate
stages like shuffling and sorting come into play in between map and reduce
tasks. The intermediate output from mapper gets stored a local filesystem.
The Figure 9, [18] illustrates the Hadoop map reduce architecture.
The process of map-reduce starts by submission of job configuration to Job
Tracker. The Job configuration contains information about the Map-Reduce
function, input and output data paths. The Job Tracker extracts information
about the splits from input path and selects some task trackers based on the
availability of the data sources. Then the Job Tracker sends the task requests
to the selected Task Trackers.
The map function of each Task Tracker will start processing the data from an
individual split. The map function can vary depending on the input format
for data. The map function generates serval key-value pairs, and a memory
buffer used to store them. The mapper output will be shuffled and sorted in
the intermediate process.
Once map task completed the task tracker notifies the job tracker about the
completion. The job tracker will notify the selected task trackers for the
reduce task. Each task tracker will invoke the reduce function, which collects
key and aggregated value onto the HDFS.
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Figure 9, Hadoop Map-Reduce architecture
This framework is resilient to any component crashes during the execution
of the tasks. The Job Tracker keeps track of the status of each phase, and it
periodically pings the Task Tracker for its liveness. The job tracker can
automatically rerun the map task on different task tracker node, in case of
failure of map function on a currently executing node.

2.2.4

YARN

It is an abbreviation for Yet Another Resource Negotiator which was
addressed in January 2008 [20]. It is a next generation map reduce
framework (MRv2). The map-reduce frame work discussed above viewed as
version 1 (MRv1). In MRv1, the job tracker is only responsible for resource
management, resource tracking, and job life cycle management. The
simplified view of MRv1 has given in Figure 10, [21].
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Figure 10, MRv1 Architecture
MapReduce (MRv1) is perfect for many applications, and it is well suitable
for graph processing and iterative modeling. Moreover, it is essentially
batch-oriented. Job Tracker views the cluster as composed of nodes
(managed by individual Task Trackers) with distinct map slots and reduce
slots, which may cause maps full and empty reduce slots or vice versa. Any
update to the software stack might impact the enterprise's application, as the
Hadoop is commonly deployed as shared, multi-tenant system. YARN was
brought in to address these challenges. The architectural view of YARN
illustrated in Figure11, [21].

Figure 11, MRv2 Architecture
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The core services in YARN, provided by long running daemons, Resource
Manager that manages resources in a cluster and Application Master that
launch and monitor containers per node. A container is responsible for
running application specific process with the allocated resources. The
Resource Manager and Node Manager with in a cluster of nodes is the
generic system, for managing applications in a distributed fashion.
A client sends a request to YARN to run an application. The Resource
Manager then finds an available Node Manager with in cluster that can run
the Application Master in a container. The Application Master then either
can run the application in the container, or it can notify Resource Manager
about the requirement for more number of containers to execute the
application in a distributed manner. It is also the responsibility of
Application Master to monitor the progress of the application, and tracking
the health status of resource container. The Resource Manager job is, to
schedule resources to the containers. Currently, YARN supports three kinds
of schedulers: FIFO, Capacity and Fair schedulers.

2.2.5

slider

The slider is a YARN application to deploy non-YARN-enabled applications
in a YARN cluster [22]. Any of the existing applications can be packaged as
slider application to run in a container on YARN clusters. Slider
automatically detects the container failures and can restart the containers. It
also supports an application to continusly exist across the cluster, even it is
stopped and started again. Facebook's PrestoDB is an example of running
non-YARN application on Hadoop YARN.

2.2.6

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)

HDFS follows similar architecture principles of GFS. HDFS is designed to
store streaming patterns of the large data files on clusters of commodity
hardware. The file system was built based on the popular idea of write-once,
read many times. Through data replication, the system provides faulttolerance storage system. It is designed to be robust enough to sustain any
node failure within the cluster with unnoticeable interruption to the
processing. It also works on the assumption that the reading the whole
dataset is important than reading the data faster with low latency.
Though the file system provides many benefits, it does not work well in all
scenarios. Hadoop does not fit well for applications with small file size and
Low latency requirements.
It divides the large data into small data blocks and spread the blocks across
the storage within the cluster. Like GFS it works in master (name node) and
worker (data node) pattern. The communication between these nodes works
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based on popular TCP/IP protocol. The Figure 12, [23] illustrates the HDFS
architecture.

Figure 12, HDFS architecture
Name node, as the name suggests manages the file system tree and maintains
metadata of all files. It also has information about the location of the data
nodes where the blocks of a file stored. As Name node is the main module
that handles the Data nodes, a reliable hardware is needed for its
maintenance.
Data node, on the other hand, performs the actual store and retrieve of the
data blocks based on the requests from client or Name node, and they report
their status to Name node periodically through heartbeats. The data nodes
communicate with each other to provide the replication.
Data nodes access fails, if the machine running Name node fails. With no
Name node, all files in the filesystem gets lost, and there is no way to
reconstruct the files from the blocks. To handle this situation, Hadoop has a
mechanism called secondary name node. The role of secondary name node
is to periodically backup the namespace image that can be used to restore the
metadata in case of primary name node failures. As the secondary name node
is compute-intensive, it often runs on a remote machine.
Through primary and secondary name nodes, Hadoop creates the check
points and protects the loss of data, and it cannot provide high availability of
the filesystem. In the event of name node failure, the data will not be
available until a new node comes online with the replicas of metadata. The
next version of Hadoop provides support for the high availability by adding
standby active name nodes. In the event of failure, one of the active standby
name node takes over the duties, with negligible interruption to the services.
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The write operation in HDFS starts with a file write request from a client to
the name node. The name node sends back the number blocks for the file,
replication factor and the data nodes information. With the details received
from name-node client interacts with data node to store the data. The data
retained across data nodes depending on the replication factor. Data nodes
maintain a pipeline to improve the performance by not waiting for the
transfer to complete from one data node to other. Figure 13, [19] illustrates
the flow of write operation in HDFS

Figure 13, Write to HDFS
Similarly, for a Read operation, the client sends a request to the name node,
and the name node, in turn, will send the block locations information to the
client through the meta data. The client then directly interacts with the data
nodes to read the blocks from the data nodes. If a data node fails during the
read operation, the client reads the block from the data node that has the
replica of the block. The following Figure 14, [19] illustrates the flow of the
read operation.
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Figure 14, Read from HDFS

2.2.7

SQL on Hadoop

Hadoop, as discussed above, solves the problems associated with Big data
and well suited for batch processing, as the priority is high data through put
than low latency. Learning of Hadoop internals like MapReduce, YARN and
HDFS needs considerable effort for end users. Moreover, enterprises already
using SQL in many applications that used to process the data stored in
RDBMS (Relational Data Base Management Systems). Apache Hive was
developed by Facebook to run the SQL queries on top of Hadoop, and it
became a defacto standard for SQL on Hadoop.
HIVE uses Hive Query Language (HiveQL) heavily influenced by MySQL,
and it uses Map-Reduce framework in the background. Hive organizes data
into tables to store on HDFS and table schemas to metadata data base. Hive
is well suited for Bath queries initially. The latest advancement in the
execution engines like Apache Tez and Spark have made Hive even work for
interactive queries. The following Figure 15, [24] illustrates the HIVE
architecture. Some of the services provided by Hive described below.
•
•
•
•
•

Default command line interface (Hive Shell) for user interaction.
Thrift server enables access to other applications through
JDBC/ODBC drivers.
Metastore to store information about the database, tables,
columns, etc.
Driver composed of a compiler, optimizer, and executor to break
down Hive Query statements.
A web interface for visual interaction with data.
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Figure 15, Hive system architecture

2.3

HopsWorks

HopsWorks is a user interface for Hops (Hadoop Open Platform as a Service)
that simplifies maintenance of Hadoop with just few installation steps. As
per Jim Dowling, [25]
“HopsWorks is a frontend to Hadoop that provides a new model for
multi tenancy in Hadoop, based around projects. A project is like
GitHub project: the owner of the project manages membership, and
users can be one of two roles in the project—data scientists, who can
just run programs, and data owners, who can also import, and export
data. Users cannot copy data between projects or run programs that
process data from different projects, even if the user is a member of
multiple projects. That is, we implement multi tenancy with changing
roles, where the access control of the user depends on the currently
active project. (Users can still share data sets between projects,
however)”
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Though Hadoop is great in many ways, it has got some limitations. At present
metadata will be stored on a central server and it does not have options for
customizations, due to its optimization for scalability. There is no control
over data that is shared across different users meaning any user who has
access over data can make changes to the data like downloading, cross
linking with external data sources, etc. [26]
"Hops" is based on HopsYARN and HopsFS that is an extension on top of
HDFS architecture. HopsYARN is like Hadoop YARN concerning to usage.
In HopsFS the meta data has been moved to an in memory distributed
database (NDB), which is a MySQL cluster. With this change, HopsFS
supports scale-out of metadata, as well as customization, as it has
accessibility via SQL or native NDB API. The HopsFS architecture illustrated
in the following Figure 16, [27]
As stated above HopsWorks frame work developed based on the projects.
Users who work on projects can share the data securely. Projects are isolated
from each other and every project has specific storage in HDFS. Users with
only project specific roles have access to data to process. It provides dynamic
role based self-security control, where users with data owner role have full
control of projects like create projects, import or export data, share data sets
across projects etc.

Figure 16, HopsFS architecture
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2.4

PrestoDB

Historically data scientists relied on HIVE for data analysis through SQL.
Hive is good for batch processing. Hive is slow for data analysis as queries
get converted to map-reduce jobs. In recent years, there have been many
frame-works that are faster than Hive. Like Hive, Facebook developed
PrestoDB framework for handling ad-hoc interactive queries against Giga
byte to Peta bytes of data, and the main advantage is its support to ANSI SQL.
The top-level architecture of Presto Engine illustrated in the following Figure
17, [28]

Figure 17, PrestoDB architecture
Presto coordinator node, builds the query plan once it sees a request from
the client through Http. The query plan preparation depends on the
metadata information from Hive meta store through Hive connector plugin.
The query plan is prepared based on the directed acyclic graph (DAG) used
by modern query engines like Impala and Spark. Then as per query plan,
tasks were scheduled to the Presto worker nodes. The worker nodes then run
the tasks in-memory and in-parallel. Unlike in Map-Reduce, there is no wait
time between the stages. Clients get the results after completion of tasks from
worker nodes.
In recent years, many frontend tools have been developed to visualize the
SQL queries as well as the data tables stored in the HDFS. Airpal [27] is one
such open source application developed at Airbnb for their usage of ad-hoc
interactive analysis against large volumes of data on daily basis.
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3

Method

This section will describe the scientific methodology used in this work. The
first section will describe research methodology approach used by the thesis
and list out the deliverable functionalities. The second section describes the
testing functionality of Presto service with the help of test data.

3.1

Research approach

The Research methodology of this thesis follows Qualitative research
method. The thesis deliverables divided into phases of several functionalities
and respective deliverables. The first delivered functionality is to separate the
Airpal UI and Airpal implementation code which contains business logic. The
second deliverable functionality is Airpal User interface integration into
HopsWorks by the help of Iframe. The third deliverable functionality is the
Airpal business logic update to support the security model of the HopsWorks.
The final deliverable functionality is to provide an evaluation of the thesis
that divides into two scenarios. The first scenario is Evaluating Presto Service
with and without HopsWorks. The second scenario is Evaluating Presto as a
stand-alone and presto integrated with HopsWorks. The functional
implementation gets verified by running the Airpal interface through
HopsWorks.

3.2

Data collection and analysis

This thesis is evaluating Presto service using the Qualitative methodology,
and Presto service functionality will get verified through a sample data.
Mainly this abstraction works on the assumption that data already exists in
the database and the data stored as schema and tables which contain the
values.
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4

Literature review

This chapter provides deep details of the different modules involved as part
of this thesis.

4.1

Airpal

Airpal is a Web based Query execution tool by Airbnb, [29] that leverages
Facebook's PrestoDB to facilitate data analysis.
The main Motivation behind Airpal is, users spending more time to
investigate and exploring SQL queries. A workflow will not always go
smooth. As part of the exploration, users need to remember recently
executed queries and save the query log. To save a bunch of queries, there is
no simple mechanism to get the information of queries from a command line,
which is a default interface for the query execution. All this process is
frustrating for explorers. Sometimes different teams run the analytical
queries and the learning curve can be steep for the new users. Airpal is a UI
tool which supports all scenarios as mentioned previously.

4.1.1

Architecture

Working Architecture of Airpal illustrated in Figure18. Users in general login
to a system through Airpal user interface. Airpal maintains Static Users list
in Shiro.ini file [A:1 shiro.ini] or allow all users to access UI. Initially, it
fetches the tables from default schema. Airpal uses hive catalog to work with
Presto. As mentioned earlier, PrestoDB uses hive connector to fetch the
metadata. Based on metadata, workers connect to default schema and
returns the list of tables in default schema. The complete query flow as given
in Figure 18, involves two phases that execute in FIFO order as listed below.
After completion of the jobs in the phases, the Job will return to UI.
1.

A client request will be converted to a job in Airpal business logic.
The job then runs against PrestoDB and fetchs the results. Results
are updated to the job again.

2.

Jobs are stored in Airpal schema, which is maintained by MySQL
database.
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Figure 18, Architecture of Airpal
Airpal has the potential to restrict access to data based on the schema and
corresponding tables. These restrictions support limiting views, when they
access data. Apache Shiro provides this functionality, and the access
restrictions configuration can be put in shiro.ini file. Shiro documentation
[40] will provide more information about setup and usage of Shiro. By
default, Airpal is configured to have same access control configuration to all
users through shiro.ini file [A:1].

4.1.2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.1.3
•
•
•
•
•

Technical Details
Uses Dropwizard [35]. It is a Java framework used to develop highperformance RESTful web services.
SSE (Server Sent Events) [36] to push messages from the server to
client over HTTP.
ReactJS which is JavaScript library was used to develop front end.
Application runs by the help of Jetty server [37].
Guice [38] framework was used For Dependency Injection.
Shiro has been used for Access control.
Gradle build tool.

Features of Airpal
Provide Access controls to users
It has the facility to search and find tables
Ability to View schemas, tables, partitions, and sample rows.
Query requests through the editor
Query logs maintenance
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•
•
•
•

4.1.4

Query submission through Graphics User Interface
Query progress tracking
Fetch the Query history of all users
Download CSV file which one has query results

Airpal schema

Before running Airpal, the application needs to create an Airpal schema in
MySQL database, as described in Figure 19. MySQL database contains tables
listed below.
Jobs

This table contains all details of meta data
about the job (job id, query, start time, finishtime, etc…)
Job_outputs
This table consists of meta data about CSV
(location, id, job id)
Tables
This table contains information about table
(connector-id and schema, table id)
Job_tables
This table contains id, job id, table id as fields
Saved_queries
This table consists of metadata about query
(user, query, uuid, query-name, description)
Schema_version
This table contains the syntax to create abovelisted tables in Airpal schema. The above-listed
tables will be created in Airpal database during
Airpal Application execution.
Table 1, Airpal-MySQL Tables list

4.1.5

Airpal Deployment

Clone Airpal Github project into the local repository. To run Airpal
application follow step by step procedure as mentioned in GitHub [39].

4.2

Hive as a service

HopsWorks currently does not have a full support of Hive as a service, but
efforts are in place to support this service as well. The Abstraction of this
service creates the Hive schema while creating the projects through
HopsWorks. That schema name should be same as the project name.
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Figure 19, Hive service Abstraction

4.3

Http

The Hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) [42] is a stateless, application level
protocol for collaborative, distributed and hypermedia information systems.
HTTP enables communications between clients (web browsers) and servers.
HTTP functions as request-response protocol in client-server Architecture.
It means that HTTP Specification specifies, how client's data request will be
constructed, send to the server, and how the servers respond to these
requests. HTTP protocol parameters are HTTP Version, URI (Uniform
Resource Identifier), Date or Time formats, Character Sets, Content Coding,
Transfer Codings, Media types etc. [43]
This section will list out the HTTP methods used by the application during
the development process. HttpServletRequest and HttpServletResponse are
interfaces in javax.servlet HTTP library/API, used to handle HTTP request
and response. The main idea is, whenever browser makes a request for the
web page or any file, it sends lot of information to the web server along with
the request. The information about web browser's request wrapped in the
header part of the HTTP request which can't be read directly. The methods
described below can be used to read that header information.

4.3.1

Http Request

HTTP request methods run on the resource Identified by the Request-URI
parameter. HTTP provides the list of methods those are OPTIONS, GET,
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HEAD, POST, PUT, DELETE, TRACE, CONNECT [44]. Among the list of
methods, four methods used by this application and some important
methods of Http Servlet Request [45] are described by the following tables
GET

POST
PUT
DELETE

It is used to retrieve information from the given server
using a given URI. For example, getting files from the
server.
It is used to transfer data to the server, for instance,
project data.
It replaces all current representations of the target
resource with the uploaded content.
This method deletes the specified resource.
Table 2, Http request methods

getRequestURI()

It returns the part of the request's URL
from the HTTP protocol name up to the
query string on the start line of HTTP
request.
getQueryString()
It returns the query string that is
contained in the URL path.
getParameter(String name)
This method returns the value of the
passed parameter as String or null if the
parameter does not exist.
getReferrerURI()
It returns a string which contains the
information about the address of previous
web page, which a link to the current
request.
getMethod()
It returns String which contains the
method of Current HTTP Request
Table 3, HTTP ServletRequest methods.

4.3.2

Http Response

After receiving the request from the client, the server invokes the response to
be sent back to the client with the status code. Important status codes [46]
and Http Servlet Response [47] methods are described by the below tables.
1xx
2xx
3xx
4xx
5xx

Informational: request is received by the server and
process is continuing.
success: request is successfully received.
Redirection, Further action should be taken to complete
the request.
the request contains incorrect syntax.
server error: Server failed to fulfil the request.
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Table 4, HTTP Response Codes
getStatusLine()

It gives a status line of the response for a
request. This method tells about the request
status, that will be either success or failure.
getStatusCode()
It fetches the status code of the response. That
code will be numbered as mentioned earlier
and can be any of 1xx, 2xx, 3xx, 4xx or 5xx.
getEntity()
It returns message entity of the response for a
given request. This method will be used to
filter out the entity from the response.
setEntity()
This attaches the entity to response. If an
entity gets modified, then a new entity need to
set to the response. By using this method, the
new entity will be set to response.
Table 5, Servlet Response Methods.

4.4 Proxy Servlet
Proxy is an intermediate program which behaves as both a server and a
client. The purpose of the proxy is to make requests on behalf of a client
seeking resources from the server and send the requests to corresponding
server.

Web
browser/
client

Proxy
servlet
Figure 20, Proxy servlet

Web
application
/ server

Suppose, Web browser connects to proxy for requesting some resources (file
or web page) from a server, proxy evaluates the request to simplify and
control its complexity. The main intention behind the invention of proxies
was to provide encapsulation to distributed systems. A Proxy must
implement a mechanism to handle both client and server requirements of
this
specification.
Proxys are two types, transparent proxy, and non-transparent proxy. A
transparent proxy does not modify the request and response. A nontransparent proxy is a proxy which can modify the request and the response.
In this thesis, ProxyServlet [41] was used to trap or interrupt request to do
custom modifications. This Proxy servlet is a type of non-transparent proxy.
This Proxy servlet makes use of Smiley's Proxy Servlet [48]. Smiley's HTTP
Proxy Servlet is a proxy used for AJAX applications to communicate with
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accessible web services. Smiley’s proxy servlet supports all specification
provided by the proxy. Smiley's proxy servlet known as ProxyServlet and it
supports customization as per the needs of an application. This proxy servlet
is securable, portable across servlet engines, and is embeddable in another
web application.
ProxyServlet contains the list of methods:
rewriteUrlFromRequest
(servlet request)

This method interrupts the request made by a
client, reads the request URI and updates the
request as targetURI, that contains the
application serverURI.

copyRequestHeaders
Copy request headers from the client's servlet
(servletRequest,
request to the proxy request.
proxyRequest)
copyResponseHeaders(p Copy the headers from the proxy response
roxyResponse, servletRe
back to the client's servlet response, and send
quest, servletResponse)
it back to the client.
copyResponseEntity
Copy response body data (the entity) from the
(proxyResponse, servlet
proxied response to the servletResponse. The
Response)
ServletResponse will be send to the client.
Table 6, Smiley Proxy Servlet Methods
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5

Design and Implementation

This section describes the complete functionality of Presto as a service in
HopsWorks. PrestoDB is a command line interface (CLI). In general,
command line interfaces are not user-friendly, and the results come in a
tabular form which is hard to visualize and analyse. Airbnb in search for a
user interface for the Presto Distributed Query Engine came with Airpal
Graphical User interface.
The below section will give further in-depth details about Airpal UI and gives
details about the mapping of Airpal access control with HopsWorks access
control.

5.1

Presto service to HopsWorks

This section explains about the integration of Airpal into HopsWorks
platform. The below Figure 21, illustrates the flow. Initially, Hops User or
admin login to HopsWorks and creates a project with Airpal Service. With
Airpal Service selected from a project, any request from the user is redirected
to ProxyServlet. This servlet forwards the request to Airpal Application.
Airpal processes the request (The requests can be either RESTful or Http
request) and gives responses to the corresponding requests. ProxyServlet
sends the response back to HopsWorks.

Figure 21, Anatomy of Presto service in HopsWorks
The intended solution of HopsWorks-Presto-service should support
•
Self-service security model supported by the HopsWorks, already
mentioned in the Background section.
•
Access control mechanism of HopsWorks.
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The solution provided by this thesis, does not need any code modification in
the HopsWorks-Presto-service to support Self-service security model.
During the project creation, the roles of the users will be decided. The data
owner decides the roles of users involved in the project. This Presto service
is per project based, i.e., this service will be active after the project creation.
The current work includes small updates to the code in Airpal GUI
application and API, to provide the HopsWorks Access control mechanism
to Presto service. The below sections clearly describe about the changes in
different components. Figure 21 gives the anatomy of HopsWorks-Prestoservice.

5.2

HopsWorksApplication Components

HopsWorks application contains seven modules. The modules are
hopsworks-admin,
hopsworks-api,
hopsworks-web,
hopsworks-ca,
hopsworks-common, hopsworks-ear, and hopsworks-kmon. Out of these
modules only hopsworks-api and hopsworks-web used during development
process Request.

5.2.1
•
•
•
•
•

5.2.2

Deployment of HopsWorks Application
Clone GitHub project and follow the steps one by one mentioned
in GitHub.
Build HopsWorks-ear module.
Deploy HopsWorks-ear file in GlassfishServer (Payara Server4.1)
Build HopsWorks-web module separately.
Deploy HopsWorks-web file in GlassfishServer (Payara Server) as
HopsWorks.

HopsWorksGUI

To integrate Airpal application into HopsWorks, we have added a new service
named as Airpal Service as shown below in Figure 22. HopsUser can add this
service at the time of Project creation. A special button added to project page
to invoke the Aripal service. When user clicks the Airpal Service button, it
makes a request with ProjectID and email as parameters to Airpal servlet,
and it gets AirpalUI as a response and displayed with the help of iframe.
The request looks like,
“/hopsworks-api/airpal/app?projectID="self.projectId+"_"+self.email”
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Figure 22, Create Project with Airpal service in HopsWorks
Application

5.2.3

Web.xml
This file resides in hopsworks-api module. Here we map “/airpal”
with ProxyServlet class which is extends HtttpServlet. The
mapping should be done like the below.
<servlet>
<servlet-name>AirpalProxyServlet</servlet-name>
<servletclass>io.hops.hopsworks.api.airpal.proxy.AirpalProxyServlet</se
rvlet-class>
<init-param>
<param-name>targetUri</param-name>
<param-value>http://bbc2.sics.se:37196</param-value>
</init-param>
<init-param>
<param-name>log</param-name>
<param-value>true</param-value>
</init-param>
</servlet>
<servlet-mapping>
<servlet-name>AirpalProxyServlet</servlet-name>
<url-pattern> /airpal</url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>

According to the above xml code, request URI contains "/airpal" and the
request is send to the configured servlet through HTTP. Here the configured
servlet is named as AirpalProxyServlet.
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5.2.4

AirpalProxyServlet

ProxyServlet [41] component is a AirpalProxyServlet, which acts as a gateway
between HopsWorks-Airpal UI and Airpal Application. Here HopsWorksAirpalUI serves as a client, and sends the requests to AirpalProxyServlet.
AirpalProxyServlet handles the request by doing custom modifications to the
request, and the request will, in turn, be forwarded to Airpal Application. The
Airpal application handles the request by giving a response to the
ProxyServlet and ProxyServlet, in turn, sends the response back to the client.
This ProxyServlet is the main component in HopsWorks-Airpal architecture.
The component responsibilities are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Interrupt each request of AirpalUI.
Check the Authorization for each request
If the user is not authorized to the request then send the error
response back to client.
If the user is authorized then forward the request to the target
application.
Fetch the project information from the parameters of HTTP
response, set the entity with request and send back to the client.

The AirpalProxyServlet class extends the Smiley's Proxy servlet class. Child
class contains some extra methods those are listed below
private String getQueryString(projectID)
private boolean isAuthorized(String projid, String email, Users user)
private String getProjid(String projectID)
private String getEmail(String projectID)
private String getProjectName(String projid, String email)
private String getProjectRole(String projid, String email,String projName)
getQueryString(projectID)

isAuthorized()

This method returns String that contains
information in the form of projectid_email
based on the projectID, and it gets
extracted from the requestURI of HTTP
request.
This method checks the whether the user is
authorized to access the Airpal Service or
not. If the user is not authorized, an error
response will be notified to the client with
an error message "you do not have access
rights for this application." This method
will be invoked for every HTTP request, and
the validity of the user checked against the
request. This method can prevent the users
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accessing Airpal, if projectId is updated
manually through other means.
getProjid()
It takes the ProjectID as a parameter,
parses the String and returns projid as a
string. Because projectID is a query string,
it contains both project id and email
information.
getEmail()
It takes the ProjectID as input, parses the
String and returns email string.
getProjectName()
It takes projid, email as parameters and
returns projectName as String to the
corresponding projid.
getProjectRole()
It takes projectid, email, projName as
parameters and returns a String containing
user role to the respective project.
Table 7, HopsWorksAPI Proxy Servlet methods
For Providing Self- service security, every request needs to be validated.
Basic information like ProjectID and email are used to validate the request.
However, every request does not contain information, because of HTTP
stateless behaviour. With observations, it has been found that Airpal traffic
contains two types of requests.
The first type of requests is getting files, for which requestURI contains
"/app". The RequestURI of the request contains projectID and email as a
query String.
The second type of requests, which deals with RESTful end points, those
request's requestURI contains "/api". The referrerURI of the request
contains query string which contains project and email information.
The flow will be AirpalProxyServlet interrupt requests with "/app" and
rewrite the request URI with targetURI and attach string
(projectId_email_projectName_projectRole) to the header. After that, the
request will be sent from AirpalProxyServlet to Airpal application. According
to hive service, Project name is same as schema name used by project [4.1.2.]
AirpalProxyServlet class also interrupts the request for checking request URI
containing "execute" string and checks the user role for the project. If the
user role is data-scientist, then the user can run the query commands from
the below table.
Data-Owner
Data-Scientist

All commands able to access.
SELECT, COMMIT, DESCRIBE, EXPLAIN, RESET,
ROLLBACK, SET, SHOW, VALUES
Table 8, HopsWorks Access privileges
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AirpalProxyServlet stops users with data scientist role and error response
will be sent to the browser console with the message "user Want Data-owner
privileges to run this query." All REST related requests those are not data
scientist will be forwarded to the Airpal application for further processing.

5.3

Airpal Application Component

For this component, logic has been modified to the User Interface side as well
as in Airpal API

5.3.1

Airpal UserInterface

Necessary steps:
•
Divert the traffic via ProxyServlet of HopsWorks.
•
Forms creation.
•
Create Button adding functionality.
•
Provide Privileges based the on the Role.
AirpalUI traffic goes directly to Airpal API, but now with HopsWorks Airpal
UI resides as an iframe. So, AirpalUI traffic must go via AirpalProxyServlet
class to Airpal API. For it to happen, AirpalUI requests must have some extra
information about server name and port number, where HopsWorks has
been deployed. With the information, AirpalUI traffic can go through the
servlet class. The below Figure 23, shows Airpal UI in HopsWorks.

Figure 23, AirpalUI into HopsWorks
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Forms: There is a need for new type of form to provide security against
access. Initially, every user can able to run the query regardless of the userrole. However, according to the HopsWorks privileges, Data-Scientist can
only run the queries that start with this list [SELECT, COMMIT, DESCRIBE,
EXPLAIN, RESET, ROLLBACK, SET, SHOW, VALUES]. Data-Owner can
run any query. Alert.jsx form was created to handle the earlier mentioned
functionality.
The functionality of Alert.jsx form is, to raise the alarm against Data-Scientist
trying to run the commands that are mainly used by Data-owner. For
example, if the data-scientist tries to create tables using CREATE command
Alert.Jsx will throw a message "Data-Owner privileges required to run this
query" as shown in Figure 24. For more security, checks will be performed to
the requests in AIrpalProxyServlet class as well. ProxyServlet class would be
able to stop the requests and send an error response to those requests, in case
if the proper access conditions were not met by the request.

Figure 24, Alert.jsx form in AirplaUI
QueryResults: This is a new Query Results button added to AirpalUI to view
the results query Results as shown in Figure 25. Internally REST request
will invoke "fetchHistory" method to display results in a browser.
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Figure 25, QuryResults Button in AirpalUI
Data-scientist has access to the PreviewResults button only, where as Dataowner has access to Download CSV button as well as shown in Figure 26. It
means Data-Owner have access to download the query results for further
analysis, but data-scientist does not have. It means data-scientist can only
preview the results as shown in Figure 27 and does not have access to the
data.

Figure 26, Download CSV for Data-owner
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Figure 27, Preview results for Data-Scientist
AirpalAPI component:
AirpalAPI uses Shiro for providing access control mechanism. HopsWorksAirpal uses the same Shiro, but does not care about static users and realms
because HopsWorks already provides an authentication mechanism. Only
Hops user can able to access Airpal service. For Providing Self-service
security model each request has been checked in AirpalProxyServlet. Here
Shiro is used for creating token and maintain a session for each user. Based
on the token Airpal serves the response to the respective client. Airpal API
uses AllowAllFilter class to create a token for each user. The main idea is
during token creation the user name, role and schema information need to
be used. So, AirpalProxyServlet can trap request with "/app", add a string
that contains metadata about the project and the request in turn forwarded
to Airpal API.
Airpal REST API[A:6] has been updated to provide Project level security.
Self Service Security Model in Airpal API:
AirpalUI provides the security by leveraging the access control (Data-owner
/Daya-scientist) mechanism in HopsWorks. The main security functionality
was developed in AuthorizationUtil class. This Class contains the following
methods to check the access level permissions. HopsWorks-Airpal security is
per project based.
1.
2.
3.

Public static boolean isAuthorizedRead(AirpalUser subject, String
connectorId, String schema, String table): this method will return
true for Data-Owner and Data-Scientist.
public static boolean isAuthorizedWrite(AirpalUser subject, String
connectorId, String schema, String table) : this method return if
the user access level id Data-owner otherwise it returns false.
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isAuthorizatioRead() will check while executing the query, fetching the tables
list, fetching history, fetching columns, and fetching preview. If the method
returns true it will go further, otherwise the request will not go further.
isaAthorizedwrite() will be called while creating or write anything to Hive
and execute resources. ExecuteResource is a static class object that contains
data about access level (DW or DS) permissions (Boolean type) and CSV
download (boolean type).

Figure 28, Fetching users list
FetchingTableList:
Initially, Airpal API connects to default database(Schema) and returns tables
in the default schema. HopsWorks maintains schema per project and the
schema name must match with the project name. So, when "Hops" user tries
to connect to Airpal through the project, schema information will be passed
to Airpal API, and list of tables will be returned which have been stored in
the schema.
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Figure 29, Fetching tables list
By observing the screenshot given Figure 29, we can see the project name is
same as schema name, and it fetches the tables under the schema.
FetchingHistory:
"All queries" button will fetch the history by connecting to REST endpoint
that contains the getQueries method. Initially, getQueries() returns all the
jobs in database name "Airpal". Airpal is Schema created in MySQL Database
which was discussed in earlier sections. However, the requirement is to fetch
history that contains jobs based on schema and catalog, regardless of
username. Job contains metadata information about the query, user name,
start time, finished time, jobid etc. For getting the list of jobs one more
method jobHistoryStore.getRecentlyRun(results, catalog, schema) has been
added to JobHistoryStoreDao class that returns the list of Jobs that contains
the metadata information. The following snapshot in Figure 30 shows, how
the project members (for example Data Owner and Data Scientist for a
project) information displayed per project.
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Figure 30, Fetching Query History based on project
Fetching Queries based on user:
When a user clicks Myrecentqueries or "Query results" button, AirpalUI
makes a request which contains the username as a path parameter, and
connected to REST endpoint called as UsersResource. getUserQueries
method in the UsersResource class returns the jobs based on the userid,
schema, catalog. For this functionality one more method created in
JobHistoryStoreDao class.
jobHistoryStore.getRecentlyRunForUser(userId, results, catalog, schema)
runs the query with userid, catalog and schema, against Airpal schema and
returns the list of jobs. The following Figure 32, gives how the queries are
displayed with respect to the users.

Figure 31, Fetching Queries based on user
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6

Evaluation

The work described in this thesis concerned with the integration of presto
service into HopsWorks and the platform in turn, uses the Presto-Service to
facilitate SQL queries execution. In any development, evaluation is an
important task. Here, in this thesis qualitative methodology was used as part
of the evaluation.
The evaluation performed in two ways

1.

1.

Comparing stand-alone PrestoDB, with Presto-Service of
HopsWorks.

2.

Comparing HopsWorks with Presto-Service and HopsWorks
without Presto-Service.

Evaluating service with HopsWorks and standalone
PrestoDB
Presto with
HopsWorks

Standalone
PrestoDB

Standalone
Presto
with
AIrpal

Multitenant

Yes

No

No

Self-Service Security
Model

Yes

No

No

User interface

Yes

No

Yes

Save queries

Yes

No

Yes

create a table based
on the query results

Yes

No

Yes

Results can be
downloaded using
CSV

Yes

No

Yes

track the query
progress

Yes

No

Yes

Table 9, PrestoDB with and without integration to HopsWorks
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2.

Evaluating HopsWorks with Presto Service without
Presto Service
HopsWorks

SQl on Hadoop
Multitenant
Self-service Security
Model

No
Yes
Yes

HopsWorks
Service
Yes
Yes
Yes

with Presto

Table 10, HopsWorks with and without Presto Service
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7

Conclusion

By the information gathered from the literature study of HopsWorks, a Dataowner has full access control on data where as, a Data-scientist has only view
access. HopsWorks is self-service security model and HopsWorks-Hiveservice provides schema per project, where the schema name should be same
as the project name.
The in-depth study of the thesis led to Integration of Presto-Service (Airpal
Application) to HopsWorks. With this current work HopsWorks Security
model implicitly applied to Presto-Service as well.
The Implementation process of Presto-self-service security model into
HopsWorks, has been divided into two functionalities.
•

Integrate Presto-Service (Airpal Application) into HopsWorks by
running two separate applications in different JVMs. Traffic between the
two applications controlled by AirpalProxyServlet class which resides in
HopsWorks.

•

Presto-service implementation, which supports self-service security
model and access control of HopsWorks.

The goal of the thesis was to design and implement multi-tenant presto as a
service on HopsWorks. At the end of the thesis, the platform developed
offered Presto-service with required functionalities and provided access
control mechanism while fetching tables, columns, etc. Hive-service is not
supported yet, so this thesis considered project name as schema name at the
time of implementation. If in future Hive-service gets integrated into
HopsWorks, the amount of time required to update the AirpalProxyServlet
class logic (fetching schema name of Project) is minimal to work along with
Presto-Service.

7.1

Future Work

This thesis provides the integration of Airpal into HopsWorks. In
HopsWorks-prseto, Presto service uses hive catalog to run the queries. It
fetches the metadata from the hive and gives results against the queries. So,
a possible future work on the platform can include:
•

Visualize and Dashboards support: Now HopsWorks-Presto service
provides the user-friendly user interface which can save the queries, run
fetch the results, download the results. But Presto service doesn’t
support data visualization and dashboards support.
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•

Using Presto to query data from multiple connectors: At present
HopsWorks-presto has support only for running query with the help
of Hive catalog metadata. Future work can be implementation of query
data extraction from multiple connectors and give results in single table.
The Connectors can be Cassandra, MySQL etc.
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